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ABSTRACT

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) imagery is used to demonstrate the development
of lake-breeze boundaries in southern Ontario under different synoptic conditions. The orientation of the gradient
wind with respect to the shorelines is important in determining the location of such lines. When moderate winds
(5–10 m s21) are parallel to straight sections of coastlines, cloud lines can extend well inland. In the region
between Lakes Huron and Erie lake-breeze lines merge frequently, sometimes resulting in long-lasting stationary
storms and attendant heavy rain and flooding. The influence of the lakes is apparent in the tornado climatology
for the region: tornadoes appear to be suppressed in regions visited by lake-modified air and enhanced in regions
favored by lake-breeze convergence lines. The cloud patterns in the case of a cold front interacting with merging
lake-breeze boundaries are shown to be similar to those on a major tornado outbreak day. Two of the cases
discussed are used as conceptual models to explain many of the features in the patterns of tornado touchdown
locations. In general, it appears that the lakes suppress tornadoes in southern Ontario, compared with neighboring
states and in particular in areas where southwest winds are onshore, but enhance tornado likelihood locally in
areas of frequent lake-breeze activity.

1. Introduction

The effects of the Great Lakes on winter weather in
southern Ontario are well known (see Burrows 1991)
but there has been less systematic study of summertime
effects. Shenfeld and Thompson (1962) discussed two
cases in which severe thunderstorms formed on lake-
breeze fronts at the west end of Lake Ontario. Fore-
casters at the Regional Centre Toronto Office (RCTO)
(Murphy 1991; Leduc et al. 1993) have pointed out the
likely involvement of lake breezes in severe weather
events. Clodman and Chisholm (1994, 1996) related
maxima in lightning climatology and the occurrence of
quasistationary rainstorms to lake breezes.

The lead author began studying lake breezes and their
effects on summer severe weather in 1994 with the co-
operation of forecasters at RCTO. King et al. (1996,
hereafter KLM96) demonstrated a relationship between
lake breezes and tornado climatology in southern On-
tario. King (1997) suggested that a tornado maximum
in the central part of the southwestern Ontario peninsula
is due to the deep inland penetration and merger of
convergence lines from Lake Erie and Lake Huron. King

Corresponding author address: Mr. Patrick King, Meteorological
Service of Canada, 4905 Dufferin St., Toronto, ON M3H 5T4, Can-
ada.
E-mail: patrick.king@ec.gc.ca

(1996) discussed a case in which merging lake-breeze
convergence lines resulted in a long-lasting squall line
with heavy rain, golfball-sized hail, and damaging
winds. The results described in these papers and from
the Southern Ontario Oxidant Study—Meteorological
Measurements (SOMOS) project (Sills et al. 1994) led
to the Effects of Lake Breezes on Weather (ELBOW)
project in 1997 (King et al. 1999) to study the inland
penetration and merger of lake breezes. Some prelim-
inary modeling results of a quasi-stationary multicel-
lular cluster that formed at the merger point of the Erie
and Huron convergence lines during ELBOW have been
reported previously (Sills and King 1998; Sills 1998).

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the char-
acteristics of lake breezes and their effects on summer-
time convection in southern Ontario, in particular on
tornado climatology. Effects of irregular shorelines, in-
teractions with the mean flow, and interactions with cold
fronts will be illustrated using satellite imagery. We
show several days with mean flow from the southwest
since that surface wind direction is most often associated
with summer severe weather. Since the development of
lake-breeze convergence lines is closely related to wind
direction, a few events with flows from other directions
will be shown as well. This work is intended to set the
stage for modeling studies and further field work to
elucidate the physical processes described here.
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FIG. 1. Topographical map of southern ON. Height contours are in m MSL. The dash–dot
lines are the Niagara Escarpment and Oak Ridges Moraine.

2. Geography and physiography of southern
Ontario

Southern Ontario (Fig. 1) can be divided into two
parts: southwestern Ontario, a peninsula bounded by
Lake Erie, Lake Huron, and western Lake Ontario, and
eastern Ontario, the region lying east of Georgian Bay
and north of Lake Ontario. Names of places and features
referred to in the text are shown in Fig. 2.

The principal physiographic feature in southwestern
Ontario is the Niagara Escarpment, which runs parallel
to the south coast of Lake Ontario, north along 808W
to Georgian Bay, and then to the northwest. Elevations
rise gently about 200 m from the level of Lakes Huron
and Erie to the Dundalk Uplands and then drop sharply
east of the escarpment. The eastern and northern faces
of the escarpment are steeply sloped in places; at the
southern end of Georgian Bay there is a drop of 200 m
over a distance of a few kilometers.

Southwest of London the main peninsula narrows to
80 km wide between Lakes Huron and Erie, with a
further narrowing to 40 km in Essex County. North of
Lake Erie east of London, the land is relatively flat and
most of the relief occurs at the shoreline where there
are 10–30-m bluffs along much of its length. Several
significant peninsulas break the Lake Erie coast, notably
Long Point extending about 40 km into the lake, and
Point Pelee and Pointe aux Pins farther to the west.

Although the area west of the escarpment is generally
flat to gently rolling, there are areas of more significant
relief owing to glacial features such as moraines and
drumlin fields.

The northern coastline of Lake Ontario is more reg-

ular than that of Lake Erie, but the topography is more
complex. The Oak Ridges Moraine runs east from the
escarpment roughly 30 km north of the lake. At the
western end it is 200–300 m higher than the level of
Lake Ontario so there can be significant upslope con-
ditions with southerly winds. East of Georgian Bay the
land rises about 200 m to the Algonquin Highlands,
which is bordered on the east by an escarpment.

3. Sea breezes and lake breezes

a. Interactions with the gradient wind and
topography

In this section we briefly review some results con-
cerning lake breezes and sea breezes, concentrating on
studies in the Great Lakes. For a more general discussion
and a complete list of references, the reader is referred
to Pielke (1984) or Simpson (1994).

Wexler (1946) noted that the gradient wind, topog-
raphy and coastline irregularities, and atmospheric sta-
bility were all important factors in determining the char-
acteristics of a sea-breeze circulation. In particular, he
noted that in regions with pronounced topography, up-
slope and sea-breeze circulations developed indepen-
dently but later combined into one system.

In a series of papers based on both observational and
modeling studies, Estoque (Estoque 1962, 1981; Es-
toque and Gross 1981) established the basis of inter-
actions between sea or lake breezes and the mean flow.
His ideas have been extended by others including Pielke
(1974), Savijarvi and Alestalo (1988), Arritt (1993), and
Comer and McKendry (1993).
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FIG. 2. Place names and geographical features in southwestern ON. The Niagara Escarpment
and Oak Ridges Moraine are marked by the dash–dot line.

Using a 2D model, Estoque (1962) found that, under
an offshore gradient wind, a sea-breeze front formed
but moved inland only a few kilometers. When the wind
was onshore, the sea-breeze circulation was much weak-
er but moved well inland. When winds were parallel to
the coastline, inland penetration and strength depended
on the direction of the pressure gradient with respect to
the shoreline. When the lower pressure was over the
water, frictional convergence resulted in an offshore
component and the sea-breeze front developed near the
coast. When lower pressure was over land, it was anal-
ogous to the onshore situation and the convergence line
was weaker and farther inland.

Estoque (1981) and Estoque and Gross (1981) made
observational and theoretical studies (using a 3D model)
of the Lake Ontario lake breeze to study gradient wind
and topographical effects. Lake breezes penetrated as
much as 50 km inland by 1800 eastern standard time
(EST). A double maximum formed in the vertical ve-
locity field on the north side of the lake; one maximum
due to the lake breeze and the other apparently induced
by the Oak Ridges Moraine. As the lake breeze moved
inland, the two maxima combined. They attributed dis-
crepancies from theoretical expectations to the compli-
cated configuration of the shorelines and to horizontal
nonuniformities in orographic features.

Comer and McKendry (1993) extended these results
using the Colorado State Model (CSU) model (Pielke
1974) to model Lake Ontario lake breezes with gradient
flows from SW to N. They used idealized versions of
real cases with weak gradients (1.7–3.7 m s21) to ini-
tialize the model. In all cases they found significant

inland penetration north of Lake Ontario: penetrations
ranging from about 30 km at the west end of the lake
to 80 at the east end. Their model domain included Lake
Simcoe and parts of Lake Erie and Georgian Bay. Al-
though they do not mention it, their figures clearly show
interactions between the Lake Ontario lake breeze and
lake breezes from Lake Erie and Georgian Bay.

Lyons (1971) discussed the formation of a shallow
anticyclone over Lake Michigan. He pointed out that
short segments of lake breezes can develop parallel to
the southeast shore of the lake when winds were too
strong to allow development of a lake breeze on the
eastern or western shores. The lines were 40–80 km
long and tangent to the coastline at a point where the
general flow is tangent to the lake. Using satellite data,
Purdom (1976) showed similar lines extending inland
up to 200 km along bays on the Texas coast.

b. Convection

Byers and Rodebush (1948) found that convergence
of sea breezes from two coasts was an important factor
in a thunderstorm maximum in central Florida. On the
Florida panhandle, where only one sea breeze is present,
the convergence was smaller and less persistent. Pielke
(1974) confirmed Byers and Rodebush’s results by using
a 3D numerical model to conclude that sea breezes and
their interactions are a principal control on summertime
convection in Florida.

In the Great Lakes region, Chandik and Lyons (1971)
discussed several types of interactions that can occur
between lake breezes and convective storms on southern
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FIG. 3. GOES-8 visible satellite image at 1402 EST 2 Aug 1996.
The Niagara Escarpment and Oak Ridges Moraine are marked by the
dash–dot lines; the estimated positions of lake-breeze fronts by dotted
lines. YYZ is Pearson Airport near Toronto and YXU is the London
airport.

Lake Michigan. The most common effect was for the
lake to suppress convection. In one case, a squall line
approaching from the west intensified as it encountered
the lake breeze, but then dissipated rapidly. Thunder-
storms forming on the lake-breeze front on the down-
wind side of the lake sometimes moved inland as a
squall line. They also noted that the lakes had little effect
on organized squall lines and that severe thunderstorms
occasionally developed on lake-breeze fronts.

In summary, sea breezes and lake breezes are pow-
erful generators of boundaries and these boundaries
have been shown to be linked with convection in many
areas. In this paper we will provide a more systematic
account of the effects of lake breezes on severe weather
in southern Ontario using several examples to illustrate
the nature of boundaries produced by lake breezes in
southern Ontario under different synoptic conditions
and the resulting weather conditions.

4. Examples

The methodology in this paper follows that of Purdom
(1976) in using Geostationary Operational Environ-
mental Satellite (GOES) images to illustrate various fea-
tures of lake breezes. We assume that persistent quasi-
stationary lines that conform closely to coastlines are
due to lake-breeze circulations or lake-breeze circula-
tions interacting with the mean flow. We use sequences
and time composites of images to illustrate such per-
sistent lines. Ideally we would have supplemented the
satellite and radar analyses with surface mesoanalyses,
but the surface network in southern Ontario is not suf-
ficiently dense to do so. In a few cases we are able to
confirm, using data from a single station, that a cloud
line is associated with a lake breeze.

Although there is no such thing as a ‘‘typical’’ case,
the cases discussed below cover the most important
lake-breeze effects on weather that occurs in southern
Ontario. Among these, we try to illustrate changes to
the interactions between the lake-breeze circulation and
the mean flow as the mean flow increases.

Because lake breezes are forced by the solar cycle,
local standard time (EST 5 UTC 2 5) is used in this
study. Solar noon occurs about 1230 EST in south-
western Ontario.

a. Weak flow (2 August 1996)

There are few days in the Great Lakes region with
zero gradient flow, which would allow the development
of ‘‘pure’’ lake breezes. Most examples we have seen
are, like this case, days with a weak northwesterly flow.
The development of clouds associated with lake breezes
on such days is illustrated by a satellite image at 1402
EST 2 August 1996 (Fig. 3) when the lake-breeze cir-
culations had reached their greatest inland penetration.
Estimated positions of lake-breeze fronts are shown as

dotted lines; the Niagara Escarpment and Oak Ridges
Moraine are indicated by dash–dot lines.

Well-developed lake-breeze circulations are evident
near all the lakes. The greatest inland penetration (about
55 km) is on the east side of Lake Huron where the
lake breeze is assisted by the weak NW flow. The Lake
Ontario lake breeze has moved inland up to 30 km and
appears to be marked almost exactly by the Niagara
Escarpment and the Oak Ridges Moraine. This is typical
in weak flows and is likely related to interactions be-
tween terrain-induced circulations and lake breezes as
discussed by Wexler (1946) and Estoque and Gross
(1981).

North of Lake Erie, the front has penetrated about 15
km inland to the southwest of Port Stanley and 20 km
inland to the east. Although the main front has moved
farther inland, there must still be convergence on the
peninsula at the head of Long Point Bay to support the
thunderstorm there (indicated by A). On the Niagara
Peninsula, the Ontario and Erie fronts appear to have
merged.

Thunderstorms developed on the Lake Ontario front
northwest of Pearson Airport (YYZ). These storms ini-
tially moved toward the NW, but as they grew into the
flow aloft, they began moving toward the ESE and dis-
sipated. Forecasters in Toronto have long noted the ten-
dency for thunderstorms moving from the west to dis-
sipate as they approach Pearson. They attributed this to
downslope flow from the escarpment but an alternative
explanation is that storms dissipate as they encounter
lake-modified air.

This case illustrates most of the features seen on days
with weak gradient flows. Next we discuss how the lake-
breeze circulations are modified when interacting with
a moderate SW gradient flow.
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FIG. 4. Surface map at 1200 UTC (0700 EST) 31 Jul 1994. This
map was extracted from the archive at the Canadian Meteorological
Centre. Frontal positions were added based on the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Weather Service
daily weather map series.

FIG. 5. Composite GOES-7 visible image at 1000–1230 EST 31
Jul 1994. This image is the average of six visible images at half-hour
intervals from 1000 to 1230 EST. Significant boundaries discussed
in the text are marked by letters and dotted lines. The dash–dot line
is the Niagara Escarpment.

b. Moderate SW flow (31 July 1994)

This was a typical summer’s day in southern Ontario:
a moderate (about 6 m s21) southwesterly flow between
a high in Pennsylvania and a low in northwestern On-
tario (Fig. 4) was bringing warm moist air over the
region. By late morning, fair weather cumulus had de-
veloped over much of the area and thunderstorms de-
veloped along lake-breeze fronts.

Figure 5 is a composite of six GOES-7 visible images
from 1000 to 1230 EST. The composite image highlights
three regimes: clear skies over the lakes and in regions
of onshore flow, generally cloudy skies inland with
banding suggesting horizontal convective rolls, and en-
hanced convection associated with lake-breeze bound-
aries and topographical effects.

On the western half of Lake Erie, where the gradient
wind was parallel to the coast, an apparent lake-breeze
front (B–C in Fig. 5) developed near the coast and ex-
tended inland beyond Woodstock. The lake-breeze front
showed no further inland motion once it had formed.
East of Port Stanley, where the winds were onshore,
there was enhanced convection parallel to the coast and
about 40 km inland (from point C to E).

These two branches evolved differently. On the east-
ern branch, clouds formed first on east–west shorelines
at about 0800 EST. The area north of the coastline filled
with cumulus cloud over the next 2 h and by about 1000
EST a line of more intense cumulus formed along the
line C–E. This line reached its maximum strength at
about 1100 EST (according to data from the King radar,
located 40 km north of Toronto; see Fig. 2) and then
dissipated. This line did not form at the lakeshore and
move inland; it formed in place. From watching ani-
mations, it appears that cloud elements traveled inland
along horizontal convective rolls and became enhanced
as they reached line C–E. We speculate that the gradient
flow had advected lake air inland and the convection

developed on a boundary between lake-modified air and
unmodified air, perhaps on an internal boundary layer
as discussed by Finkele et al. (1995).

Convection on the western branch (B–C) developed
more slowly with clouds first forming at about 0900
EST. Clouds developed slowly at first and then very
rapidly after 1100 EST, about the same time as the east-
ern branch was dissipating. No severe weather was re-
ported but there were brief heavy downpours of up to
15 mm of rain.

The NE–SW-oriented coast at the head of Long Point
Bay also generated a line extending inland to meet the
eastern branch of the main front (D–E). This line is a
frequent feature in satellite images under moderate pre-
vailing southwest flows and appears to be an inland
extension of the convection that forms on this peninsula
on days with weaker flows.

Convergence lines associated with Lake Huron were
much less developed in satellite imagery. Some en-
hanced convection can be seen between Sarnia and
Grand Bend (line F–G) and extending inland. Farther
north, the line H–J marks a transition from cloud-free
skies to banded clouds oriented with the winds; there
was no enhanced convection with this line. A strong
thunderstorm did form near Grand Bend at about 1500
EST when outflow from a storm on the Erie line collided
with the Huron line. This storm produced heavy rain as
it moved northeast.

Since the winds are parallel to the Lake Erie coast
west of Port Stanley, Estoque’s (1962) model would
suggest an onshore friction-induced component on the
Canadian side of Lake Erie and an offshore component
on the U.S. side. This appears to be the case since the
front forms inland on the Canadian side and clouds go
right to the shoreline on the American side. Estoque’s
model also predicts stronger vertical velocities on the
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FIG. 6. Surface map at 1200 UTC (0700 EST) 21 Jul 1994.

FIG. 7. Sequence of GOES-7 infrared images on 21 Jul 1994: (a)
1130, (b) 1200, (c) 1230, and (d) 1300 EST. The same temperature
scale, indicated between the images, was used for all figures. In (c)
and (d) temperatures in the range of 2508 to 2608C are highlighted
in black. The coldest temperature is indicated in each image.

U.S. side. We modeled this case using the Mesoscale
Compressible Community model (MC2; Benoit et al.
1997) and it showed much stronger vertical velocities
on the U.S. side. Similar arguments suggest that the
stronger vertical velocities should be on the front on the
Huron side of the isthmus. If cloud development can be
used as a surrogate for the strength of the front, just the
opposite seems to be the case. Perhaps other factors such
as moisture availability may be important but generally
we have observed that the Erie front is more active than
the Huron front when there is no larger-scale synoptic
forcing. Significant developments seem to occur on the
Huron front more often when there are interactions with
the Erie front or with other features such as cold fronts.

The behavior of the lake breezes on the Niagara Pen-
insula bears special mention. In the weak flow case, the
Erie and Ontario fronts merged in the center of the
peninsula. In this case, there appears to be a merged
Erie–Ontario front just offshore on Lake Ontario. Ac-
cording to satellite data, the cloud line first formed right
along the shoreline and by the time radar indicated rain
from the cells, it had been pushed offshore. This be-
havior is consistent with the modeling of both Estoque
and Gross (1981) and Comer and McKendry (1993).
Although their model domains included only the eastern
end of Lake Erie, both models showed the Erie breeze
merging with the Ontario breeze near the southern shore
of Lake Ontario.

North of Lake Ontario the situation is more complex.
In the composite image a persistent line of convection
is evident running along the Oak Ridges Moraine east
from the escarpment. This line developed suddenly at
about 1100 EST with no indications of a cloud line
having moved inland. As in the weak flow case, complex
interactions between terrain-induced circulations and
the lake breeze are likely responsible. Clouds developed
on the east side of the escarpment, apparently in an area
of gravity-wave-induced upward motion, and moved
eastward. Modeling of this day using the MC2 model
at 10-km horizontal resolution indicated that a gravity
wave formed in the southwest flow over the escarpment

with downward motion in the lee and an area of upward
motion farther east, consistent with the cloud patterns
observed.

The boundaries highlighted in Fig. 5 will be used in
section 5 to explain patterns in the tornado climatology
of southern Ontario. In the next section we discuss the
interaction of cold fronts with lake breezes.

c. Moderate to strong SW flow interacting with a
cold front (21 July 1994)

The synoptic situation at 0700 EST on 21 July 1994
is shown in Fig. 6. There was a moderate to strong
(about 10 m s21) southwest flow ahead of a cold front
crossing Michigan.

As it crossed Lake Huron, the front was marked by
a continuous cloud band along the front with coldest
cloud-top temperatures of about 2288C. The develop-
ment of deep convection on the cold front from 1130
to 1330 EST is shown in Fig. 7. After the front crossed
the eastern shore of the lake a sharp increase in the
GOES-7 reflectivity and a drop in the IR brightness
temperature to 2418C indicated the development of a
strong cell near Teeswater. By 1230 EST, the line of
colder tops had extended farther northeast and by 1300
EST cloud-top temperatures were nearing 2608C. By
1300 EST, the rapid expansion of the 2508C isotherm
shows that the anvil had been swept eastward up to 80
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FIG. 8. King radar images on 21 Jul 1994: (a) 1300, (b) 1400, (c) 1500, (d) 1600, (e) 1700,
and (f ) 1800 EST. The rain rate is indicated by the gray scale: medium gray, #1 mm h21;
light gray, between 1 and 32 mm h21; dark gray, $32 mm h21. Hourly wind observations are
indicated for Mount Forest (WLS), London (YXU), Kitchener (YKF), and Toronto Pearson
(YYZ).

FIG. 9. Minimum composite of GOES-7 images from 1500 to 1730
EST on 21 Jul 1994. The image was formed by finding the minimum
brightness of the six images at each pixel. Thus gray areas indicate
the presence of cloud in each of the six images and, hence, persistence
of convection at that location.

km. The dashed white line is the Lake Huron lake-breeze
boundary, as in Fig. 5 (J–K). Although surface data are
not available to confirm the exact location of the lake-
breeze boundary, it seems likely that the explosion in
convection was due to the interaction of the cold front
with the lake breeze.

Figure 8 is a series of King radar images at hourly
intervals from 1300 to 1800 EST. Initially, the front was

marked by a continuous narrow band of heavy ($64
mm h21) precipitation. By 1400 EST, the beginnings of
a line building back toward Grand Bend, Ontario, are
evident. As this line grows over the next hour, the orig-
inal line shrinks to the northeast. By the end of the
period, an inverted-Y structure is present with two arms
extending along the coastlines, apparently merging in a
midpeninsula line. The midpeninsula line was quasi sta-
tionary for 4 h and produced up to 70 mm of rain.

Surface wind observations are plotted at four stations.
At Mount Forest, Ontario (WLS), both temperature and
dewpoint dropped sharply between 1300 and 1400 EST
as the wind shifted to the southwest, indicating a cold
frontal passage. A brief shower occurred at London,
Ontario (YXU), as the cloud line passed the station but
the winds remained southerly. Farther south Cleveland,
Ohio, reported a thunderstorm and a temperature drop
of 88C as the wind shifted to the southwest. An hour
later at Kitchener, Ontario (YKF), the winds shifted to
the southwest and the dewpoint dropped slightly but the
temperature remained constant. Later at Toronto’s Pear-
son Airport (YYZ), the winds shifted to the southwest
but there was little change in temperature or dewpoint.
From theses observations it appears that at least the Erie
branch of the lake-breeze circulation maintained itself
as the cold front passed through.

Figure 9 is a minimum reflectivity composite of six
GOES-7 visible images from 1500 to 1730 EST. Since
each pixel shows the minimum reflectivity from the six
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FIG. 10. Comparison of cloud boundaries from 21 Jul (dash–dot)
and 31 Jul (dash) 1994. The background image is a mean composite
of six GOES-8 visible images from 22 Aug 1996, another day with
a moderate southwest flow. Note the similarity in boundaries on that
day also.

FIG. 11. Comparison of cloud patterns between 21 Jul 1994 and 31 May 1985, the day of a
major tornado outbreak in Ontario and Pennsylvania–Ohio.

images, this figure highlights locations where clouds
persisted for the entire period. The bright white areas
extending into Lake Erie and the northeast from Lake
Simcoe are from deep convection associated with the
cold front. Narrow lines parallel to the coasts of Lakes
Huron and Erie, which merged into the midpeninsula
line, were persistent over a 3-h period. Although more
surface observations would be useful, it appears from
radar and satellite imagery that the inverted-Y structure
was a merger of Erie and Huron lake-breeze circulations
and that this circulation either maintained itself or was

quickly reestablished in spite of the cold frontal passage.
This seems curious, but Pielke (1974) noted that sea
breezes are reestablished quickly after cold frontal pas-
sages in Florida.

In this case, unlike that of 31 July, no east–west line
develops north of Lake Erie (cf. line C–E in Fig. 5).
The gradient wind on 21 July was about 10 m s21 com-
pared to about 6 m s21 on 31 July. Modeling results
(Arritt 1992) suggest that convergence lines will not
form in onshore flows when the onshore flow exceeds
some threshold between 3.5 and 7.5 m s21. Since the
east–west line dissipated after a few hours on 31 July,
the onshore gradient was probably near the threshold
for formation of a convergence line, in agreement with
Arritt’s result. Although the boundary breaks down in
moderate onshore flows, the branch parallel to the coast
tends to persist and extend farther inland.

The other major difference between the two cases is
the merger of the Huron and Erie lines in a midpeninsula
line, as illustrated in Fig. 10. The background in Fig.
10 is a composite GOES-8 visible image from 1200 to
1400 EST on 22 August 1996, showing boundaries in
similar locations with the hint of a midpeninsula line.
It is uncertain under what conditions mergers occur.
During ELBOW 1997, a quasi-stationary multicellular
cluster formed at the apparent merger of the Huron and
Erie lines. Modeling with MC2 (Sills and King 1998;
Qiu 2002) and visual observations suggest that when
convection formed between the two lines, they began
to approach each other. Further modeling work is re-
quired to establish the conditions for such mergers.

Finally, in Fig. 11 we compare the cloud patterns from
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FIG. 12. Surface map at 1200 UTC (0700 EST) 12 Jul 1994. This
map was extracted from the archive at the Canadian Meteorological
Centre. Frontal positions were added based on the NOAA National
Weather Service daily weather map series.

FIG. 13. GOES-7 visible image at 1330 EST 12 Jul 1994.

the 21 July case with those of 31 May 1985, the day
of a major tornado outbreak in Ontario, Ohio, and Penn-
sylvania. There is a remarkable similarity of cloud pat-
terns on the two days: explosive convection in the north,
seemingly fed by an inverted-Y structure of lower level
clouds, and the beginnings of deep convection in Ohio
extending into Lake Erie. The similarity in the cloud
structure suggests that boundary layer mesoscale pro-
cesses played a similar role on both days. It is also
plausible that lake breezes played a role in suppressing
tornadoes to the north of Lake Erie and hence may in
part determine where tornadoes are likely to form in
southern Ontario. We will expand on this theme in sec-
tion 5 where we look at the spatial distribution of tor-
nado touchdown points in southern Ontario.

d. Moderate WSW flow (12 July 1994)

When the surface winds become more westerly, the
area of interest shifts toward the London area, as in the
case discussed by King (1996) previously. A low pres-
sure center (Fig. 12) north of Lake Huron was moving
toward Quebec and a weak cold front was sinking slow-
ly southward across the Great Lakes. The upper flow
was westerly at all levels.

A thin layer of stratocumulus (tops about 1000 m
above ground, estimated from radiosonde and satellite
data) covered most of southwestern Ontario and lower
Michigan. As the morning progressed, the clouds in
Michigan became banded in a NNE–SSW orientation.

One of the bands became enhanced as it reached the
southern end of Lake Huron at 1200 EST. At the same
time, a band of clouds was moving inland from Lake
Erie. By 1330 EST (Fig. 13), the Erie line was ap-
proaching the Huron line and a large thunderstorm had
developed just NE of London (YXU) on the Huron line.
The first radar echo appeared at 1310 EST and echo
tops had reached 12 km by 1320 EST. The coldest

GOES-7 cloud-top temperature dropped from 38C at
1300 EST to 2508C at 1430 EST. The data from the
London airport indicated a lake-breeze passage at about
1600 EST as the winds shifted from westerly to south-
erly and the temperature dropped from 278 to 238C.

Over a 6-h period, the western end of the band re-
mained fixed while the eastern end rotated southward
slightly. After 1900 EST, the whole line began to move
slowly southward across Lake Erie, presumably as the
Erie lake breeze weakened.

Severe weather occurred in the form of strong winds,
heavy rain, and golfball-sized hail. The maximum re-
corded rainfall was 104 mm about 30 km southeast of
London. London reported thunder continuously for 9 h
(with two short gaps) during this event.

According to the 0700 EST sounding at White Lake,
Michigan (DTX), the convective temperature necessary
to break a sharp capping inversion was 308C. High tem-
peratures in southern Ontario reached 278–288C. The
only convection to occur was with the lake-breeze merg-
er, suggesting that lake breezes provided sufficient mois-
ture convergence or lift or both to break the inversion,
even though temperatures did not appear to have reached
the convective temperature.

The interaction of convergence lines in the London
area appears to be the most repeatable lake-breeze in-
teraction, occurring several times per year. Similar
events happened on two other occasions in July 1994.
Another similar case occurred near Komoka, Ontario,
just west of London during ELBOW 1997 (King et al.
1999) when thunderstorms continually redeveloped at
the merger point of two lines for about 2 h.

e. Light to moderate NNW flow (14 August 1993)

The most common surface wind direction in southern
Ontario in the summer is NW (Comer and McKendry
1993). In this section, we briefly discuss convection
patterns in such cases. When the surface flow is from
the NW, most significant convection is in southeastern
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FIG. 14. GOES-7 visible image at 1330 EST 14 Aug 1993. The
cold frontal position is based on the daily weather map series.

FIG. 15. Touchdown points of confirmed and probable tornadoes
from 1917 to 1992 during the afternoon (1200–2000 EST). The
dashed lines are the convergence lines noted on 31 Jul 1994 (Fig.
5).

Ontario. A visible satellite image (Fig. 14) shows the
situation at 1330 EST on 14 August 1993, a day with
a light NW flow. The lake-breeze fronts are close to
shore on the north coasts of both Lakes Erie and Ontario
as one would expect with an offshore flow (Estoque
1962).

The Niagara Escarpment defines the western side of
the Georgian Bay ‘‘shadow,’’ and frequently showers
and thunderstorms develop along this line in a NW flow.
East of the Georgian Bay, there is a line about 30 km
inland and a line with deeper convection farther inland
along the western edge of the Algonquin Uplands.

Areas along the north shore of Lake Ontario east of
Toronto experience little severe weather when winds are
from the southwest. However, severe weather can occur
in a NW flow due to interactions with the Lake Ontario
front. On this day heavy rain, large hail, and damaging
winds occurred, but only east of the intersection of the
Georgian Bay line with the Ontario front.

Most of southwestern Ontario is downwind of Lake
Huron in a NW flow and convection is suppressed there.
However, deep convection occasionally occurs on the
Lake Erie front in a northwest flow. An interesting phe-
nomenon can occur near Lake St. Clair in NW flows
due to interactions between lake breezes from Lakes
Huron and St. Clair. A convergence line along the Mich-
igan side of Lake Huron sometimes intersects with the
Lake St. Clair lake breeze resulting in enhanced con-
vection. King et al. (1996) suggested that small non-
supercell tornadoes (Brady and Szoke 1989; Wakimoto
and Wilson 1989) might form on lake-breeze shear
zones in such cases. In this case a funnel cloud formed
at the location indicated in Fig. 14. Sills (1998) inves-
tigated this event and found that a landspout tornado
had occurred. Daggupaty (2001) studied lake-breeze in-
teractions on this day using a boundary layer forecast
model.

5. Tornado climatology

We have noted several cases of severe weather as-
sociated with lake-breeze interactions. KLM96 dem-
onstrated a link between lake breezes and the tornado
climatology of southern Ontario. The ideas first pre-
sented there will be developed further in this section.
We will also use the 21 July 1994 case above as a
conceptual model to explain the location of major tor-
nado outbreaks in southwestern Ontario.

The Canadian tornado database was assembled by
Newark (1984) and currently covers the period from
1917 to 1992. It classifies events as confirmed, probable,
or possible tornadoes based on a number of criteria. In
this study only events in the confirmed and probable
categories are used; a few of the probable events that
appear to have been derechoes were also omitted. We
have further restricted the data to afternoons (1200–
2000 EST) from April to September when lake breezes
are most likely to occur.

Touchdown points for confirmed and probable warm
season afternoon tornadoes are shown in Fig. 15. Al-
though there are differences in how the tornado data are
collected, we have plotted adjacent U.S. data for com-
parison.

The greatest density of tornado touchdowns appears
to be in southwest lower Michigan, extending into west-
ern Essex County in Ontario. On the U.S. side of Lake
Erie, the distribution of touchdown points is fairly uni-
form and extends right to the shoreline. In contrast, on
the Ontario side of Lake Erie there is a marked variation
in tornado distribution. West of Port Stanley there is a
concentration of events, including several F2 tornadoes
and one F3, right along the shoreline. East of Port Stan-
ley, there has never been an F2 or stronger tornado event
and the few weak events there are clustered along the
Long Point Bay line. For one of these events (17 June
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FIG. 16. Distribution of tornado touchdown points in the interlake
region between Lakes Erie and Huron. The dashed line is the 30%
probability of lake-breeze occurrence line from Sills (1998). The
legend gives the classification of the tornadoes.

FIG. 17. Regional characteristics of tornadoes. The north–south
lines are meridians of longitude; the skewed lines were chosen to be
parallel to the Lakes Erie and Huron coastlines. The skewed boxes
are approximately 100 km by 40 km. The heavy arrow is the vector
mean of all tornadoes with tracks in a given box. The dashed lines
are the apparent convergence lines (Huron, Erie, and midpeninsula)
from 21 Jul 1994 (see Fig. 9).

1992), satellite imagery clearly showed a persistent
Long Point Bay line and the tornado occurred when a
cold front crossed that location.

The eastern shore of Lake Huron shows a similar
pattern to that north of Lake Erie. South of Point Clark
there is an absence of events extending inland for about
40 km, but north of Point Clark there is a minor max-
imum in southern Bruce County, exactly the line where
deep convection was set off on 21 July 1994 (Fig. 7).

On the north shore of Lake Ontario east of Toronto,
only a handful of weak events have occurred to the south
of the Oak Ridges Moraine. These events have occurred
mostly in NW flows.

Overall, there is a remarkable correspondence be-
tween the boundaries evident in the composite visible
image for 31 July 1994 (dashed lines from Fig. 5) and
tornado touchdown points: where southwest winds are
onshore, there is an absence of events, while concen-
trations are found along the apparent convergence lines.
This suggests that tornadoes are suppressed in lake-
modified air and may be enhanced at lake-breeze bound-
aries.

Figure 16 shows tornado touchdown points in ex-
treme southwestern Ontario in more detail. The dash–
dot line is the 30% probability of lake-breeze occurrence
isopleth from Sills (1998), which almost exactly sepa-
rates an area with almost no tornadoes from an area of
dense concentration. In other words, a lower probability
of lake breezes coincides with a minimum of tornadoes.

King (1997) found that the tornado density in a line
from Lake St. Clair to Lake Simcoe was about 3 times
higher than a more populated area just to the south. We
will extend this analysis by showing regional variations
of tornadoes in southwestern Ontario using a grid
skewed to conform to the orientation of the coastlines.
The grid is shown in Fig. 17 along with F3 and F4
touchdown points and the persistent cloud lines from
21 July 1994 (dashed lines). The bold arrows are vector

averages of the storm tracks for all events (of any
strength and with a known track) in that box. Table 1
contains information from Fig. 17 and further break-
downs according to Fujita scale and track lengths.

Several features stand out in Fig. 17. The longest
average tracks are in the D boxes stretching from Lake
St. Clair to Lake Simcoe, which contain both the Huron
and midpeninsula lines from 21 July 1994. Box E81
also has a long average track, possibly associated with
a convergence line, which often extends NE from Point
Clark. In contrast, average track lengths for the boxes
immediately north of Lake Erie are much shorter, av-
eraging about 3–4 km except for box C81. This latter
box is crossed by the Erie line and the average was due
to two events with tracks longer than 20 km. Results
using the median (Table 1) instead of average track
length were similar.

There is also a difference in direction of storm motion
evident in Fig. 17. In Table 1, the Lake Huron boxes
(D81–82, E81) have 28 events with tracks from the
southwest as opposed to 4 from the northwest. For boxes
C80–81, the SW/NW ratio is 12/14 and for the Lake
Erie boxes it is 10/5. It appears that the farther one is
from Lake Huron, the more likely a tornado track is
from the northwest. This may be related to the sup-
pression of convection in the lee of Lake Huron in north-
west flows.

If we now consider only the strongest events, we see
in Fig. 17 that most long-track F3 and F4 events touched
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TABLE 1. Statistics for tornadoes by F category for grid boxes in Fig. 14.

Region F0 F1 F2 F3 F4 Total
With
track

Avg direction
and track

length (km) SW/NW

Median
length
(km)

No. with
track

.10 km

No. with
track

.20 km

A80
B81
B80
C83
C82
C81

5
1

12
8
2
3

0
0
1
5
0
2

1
0
0
2
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
3

0
0
0
1
0
1

6
1

13
16

3
11

5
1
4
6
0
7

270/3.3
230/1.0
243/4.0
270/5.1

0
280/12.2

4/1
0/0
2/2
4/2
0/0
4/3

3
1
2.6
3.6
0
4.3

1
0
1
1
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
2

C80
D82
D81
D80
E81
E80
F81

14
4
7
7
2
3
5

9
6
6
3
2
0
1

4
3
2
6
1
0
1

0
4
2
1
1
0
0

0
2
2
1
0
0
0

27
19
19
18

6
3
7

20
12
14

7
4
2
3

257/8.2
250/34.1
226/27.1
230/16.5
240/24.2
230/10.0
240/3.2

8/11
11/1
12/3
3/4
5/0
0/2
2/1

7.1
14.2
8.6

12.1
15.6
7.8
3.7

6
7
7
2
3
1
0

3
6
4
2
1
0
0

down near the 21 July 1994 lines. In fact, all occurred
within 20 km of these lines; for F3 tornadoes the average
distance was 10 km and for F4 tornadoes it was 7 km.
Markowski et al. (1998) showed that 70% of tornadoes
during the Verification of the Origin of Rotation in Tor-
nadoes Experiment (VORTEX-95) occurred within 30
km of a low-level boundary. The close correspondence
between tornado touchdowns in southern Ontario along
lines where we have frequently seen lake-breeze con-
vergence lines suggests that similar processes may be
at work here.

6. Discussion and conclusions

We have demonstrated characteristic cloud patterns,
apparently related to lake-breeze circulations, which of-
ten occur in southwestern Ontario and have shown pat-
terns in tornado touchdowns that have intriguing sim-
ilarities. Because of lack of data we are unable to make
a definite causal connection.

Wilson and Schreiber (1986) found that almost 80%
of convective storms in Colorado formed on preexisting
boundaries and that many of these boundaries were due
to topography. Since lake breezes generate boundaries
similar to the patterns we see in tornado touchdowns,
we suspect that a large portion of the severe thunder-
storms, including tornadic storms, in southern Ontario
form on lake-breeze boundaries. Most of these cases are
examples of mesoscale circulations triggering events set
up by larger-scale processes, as discussed by Doswell
(1987).

Doppler radar research in the 1970s showed that tor-
nadoes were normally associated with mesocyclone or
supercell thunderstorms. In the late 1980s, Brady and
Szoke (1989) and Wakimoto and Wilson (1989) docu-
mented cases in which tornadoes formed from nonsu-
percell thunderstorms (called landspouts). Both pro-
cesses seem to be important in Ontario.

Long-track storms, which are most likely supercells,
occur preferentially along the Lake St. Clair to Lake
Simcoe corridor. We propose the 21 July 1994 case as

a model to explain this pattern. On such days a pattern
of merging lake breezes forms ahead of an approaching
cold front. The lake-breeze circulation could play two
roles by increasing moisture convergence and increasing
low-level shear, both of which are important in tornado
development. If the environmental conditions were oth-
erwise favorable for the development of supercells and
subsequently tornadoes, the lake-breeze circulations
may provide the trigger.

Somewhat contrary to expectations, events near Lake
Erie tend to have shorter tracks and more variable di-
rections of travel than events in the Lake St. Clair to
Lake Simcoe corridor. Sills and King (2000) docu-
mented an apparent landspout in this region and listed
several events that also appear to have been landspouts.
Since long-track events are confined mainly to the Lake
St. Clair to Lake Simcoe corridor, many of the events
farther south may have been landspouts. Lake-breeze
boundaries would provide a favorable environment by
increasing moisture and low-level vorticity.

The evidence presented here strongly suggests that in
southern Ontario lake breezes may provide low-level
boundaries on which tornadoes may form and that the
21 July 1994 case can be used as a model to explain
major tornado outbreaks in southern Ontario. The syn-
optic situation that favors tornado outbreaks in south-
western Ontario is a southwesterly flow ahead of a
strong cold front. Clear skies are generally needed ahead
of the cold front to enhance buoyant energy. This, of
course, is also the recipe for lake-breeze convergence
lines. When the cold front encounters the convergence
lines, the additional moisture convergence and low-level
vorticity may provide a trigger for tornado formation.

We feel that we have provided a good case for a link
between lake breezes and tornadoes but the lack of data
has made confirmation difficult. ELBOW 1997 (King
et al. 1999) was conceived to provide such confirmation
but was limited by resources. ELBOW 2001 (Sills et
al. 2002) was conducted in the summer of 2001 em-
ploying Doppler radar, research aircraft, a more exten-
sive surface network, and chase teams. Data from this
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project will be used to improve our understanding of
interactions between lake-breeze fronts and synoptic-
scale weather features and their role in severe weather
in southern Ontario.
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